Not-To-Be-Missed Accents For Your Kitchen
I love cooking and trying out new dishes for my loved ones. Hence, kitchen is one of
the areas of my house I spend most of the time in. For this, it becomes essential for
me to accentuate this corner of my house, to make myself feel good. I am a working
woman so I hardly get time to shop for my kitchen. So, finding kitchen essentials to
beautify it, was not an easy task. But at the same time, I could not ignore it as well.
My expectations were quite low while browsing through countless Kitchen Storage
items online. However, there were few that completely stole my heart. Such unique
pieces of accents that not only are good storage solutions but also beautifies your
space. Let me take you through the products I could not resist buying.

Royalty Ceramic Canisters
These matte finished canisters not only help in storing things but also add to the
beauty of your kitchen decor. These ceramic canisters give an earthy look and
abundance of freshness with it being topped with the wooden lids. You can store
everything you want to. From cookies, sugar, spices to your favourite food items. Mix
and match their patterns with the theme of your kitchen.
Nightingale- Glass Storage Canister
This Nightingale Glass storage canister gives an immediate fresh look to your
kitchen with its green coloured nightingale print over it. It simply adds elegance to the
kitchen, at the same time is a wonderful storage option for when you wish to give
your kitchen the burst of colour, freshness and style. Not only kitchen but it can also
be kept over dining tables to serve preservatives. It simply is an incredible utility
option maintaining the smart and beautiful. The Decor Kart has wonderfully
incorporated Pantone Colour Greenery.
Gold Glass Counter Canister
Bring style to your kitchen storage with this Gold Glass Counter Canister. The
perfect way to glam up your space right from kitchen counters to the wedding tables.
This transparent piece can also be used to display decorative flowers. It is
essentially used to store food items that could be visible through the see through the
glass of the jar. I store food items like dry fruits, cookies, marshmallows and
chocolates and place them over the dining space as well to make them look inviting.
‘I Love Coffee’ Ceramic Storage Canister
This ceramic storage canister reflects my love for coffee perfectly. The wooden lid on
the top, adds a touch of simplicity to this decor accent. ‘I love coffee’ written in gold
hue on this toffee coloured canister gives a unique aspect to your love for coffee. I
have exclusively got this product to store coffee. Every time I see this canister in my
kitchen, my love for coffee is rekindled. It is a must buy for all the coffee addicts out
there.
Cupcakes- Set of 5 Storage Boxes

Level up your storage game with this set of 5 storage boxes. Quirk up the corners of
your space with this amazing set of storage boxes with the cute print of cupcakes
over it. These boxes when not in use can nestle inside each other for quick storage.
With this product, The Decor Kart shows how their products are not only beautiful
and good for storage purpose but also save space when not in use. I personally use
these boxes to store sweets and other knick knacks.
Kettle Top Airtight Glass Jars
This set of two kettle top airtight glass jars is just perfect for storing snacks for tea
times. The miniature kettle placed on the lids of the jars add an adorable charm to
the accent. Let your tea times be memorable and worth cherishing with the snacks
stored in these stunning jars. The set of 2 jars come in two colour options to brighten
up your tea parlour.
The online websites not only solved my problems of getting such amazing products
at affordable prices but also brought me those items, without having to go anywhere,
right at my doorstep. The packaging of the products is what surprised me the most.
They make sure, your products reach you on time without a single scratch. After
getting such an experience I am bound to do rounds of shopping for my space from
online websites.

My secret recipe of being a good cook is not only in the ingredients but also lies in
the ambience I cook in. It was a moment of sheer joy for me when my kitchen jazzed
up with these decor items.

You too can add a hint of sugar, spice and everything nice in the most flavourful
room of the home. It’s time to upgrade your kitchen with style and decor. All you
need to do is grab some quirky and distinctive Kitchen Storage items online to adorn
your kitchen.

